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This paper addresses the problem of determining conditions under which 
S,(a), the symmetric algebra of an ideal 2I in a commutative ring A, is an 
integral domain. This problem has been the subject of several recent 
inquiries. The earliest results were given by Micali [7], and Micali et al. [9], 
principal among them being the proof that S,(a) is an integral domain if ‘21 
is generated by a regular sequence in A. More recently Huneke defined the 
notion of a d-sequence and showed that S,(U) is an integral domain if U is 
generated by a d-sequence [4]. New results continue to appear [3, 5, 12, 13 ]. 
We offer here some elementary results of a global nature. In section 2 we 
show that S,(a) is an integral domain for all two-generator ideals of A if 
and only if A is an integrally closed integral domain. In section 3 we show 
that S,,(V) is an integral domain for all ideals 2I of A if and only if A is a 
Priifer domain. In the process we gain some insight into the way in which 
S,(%) may fail to be an integral domain. 
Clearly, for S,(‘u) to be an integral domain it is necessary that A be an 
integral domain. Our approach to the main problem hinges upon the simple 
observation, originally due to Samuel [ 111, that for M a module over an 
integral domain A, S,(M) is an integral domain if and only if it is torsion- 
free as an A-module. This is seen by tensoring S,(M) by the quotient field K 
of A to get a map S,(M) + S,(K @ M). This map is injective if and only if 
S,(M) is a torsion-free A-module. Since S,(K @ M) is an integral domain, 
the desired conclusion follows. 
Now S,(M) is torsion-free if and only if all the symmetric powers S;(M) 
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are, and so our approach is to study the torsion-freeness of S:(‘LI). Under the 
map S,(a) --+ S,(K@ U) above, the image of S:(a) is canonically 
isomorphic to Yl’, so S,~(U) is torsion-free if and only if it is isomorphic to 
‘2I’. This fact, along with a presentation of S>(%) in terms of S>-‘(2L), given 
in section 1, will be used to check the symmetric powers inductively for 
torsion-freeness. 
1. A PRESENTATION OF So. 
Our starting point is an exact sequence of Micah and Roby [8, 
Lemme 1.11. They showed that if II: F --* M is a surjective homomorphism of 
A-modules, then for all integers p, q > 1 there is an exact sequence of A- 
modules 
where a is given by a(x,@ . . . ~x~+~)=x,~~~x~~~(~~+,)~~~II(x~+~)- 
x , * . - x I,-,xp+, O~c(x~)7c(x~+~)~~~ n(xp+J and /3(x, ~~~~,OX)=~C(X,)~~~ 
?T(xJx. 
Let us now suppose that M is a finitely generated A-module and that 
.r, ,..., y, is an arbitrary set of generators for M. Let F be a free A-module of 
rank n with free basis e, ,..., e,, and let rt: F + M be the surjective 
homomorphism defined by n(ei) = yi for i = l,..., n. Choosing p = 1 and 
q = d - 1, the Micah-Roby exact sequence gives an exact sequence 
T;(F)*F@S f’(M) b. S;(M) + 0. 
Now F @ S,d-‘(M) is canonically identified with S:-‘(M)‘“‘, the direct 
sum of n copies of S:-‘(M). Under this identification, an n-tuple (z, ,..., z,,) 
of elements of S-‘(M) is identified with C;= I e, @ Zi, SO p(z, ,..., z,) = 
P(Z ei 0 zij = C J’iZi, w h ere in the last summation the products are taken in 
the symmetric algebra S,4(M). Since c(F) is generated by elements of the 
form e,, @ ei2 @ . . . @ eid, the kernel of ,f? is generated by elements of the 
form a(ei, @ . . . 0 e,,) = e,, @ 4’; 
are identified with elements in S,4 
yi, ... yi, - ei2 @ jpi, ... yi,. Such elements 
A- l(M)‘“’ of the form (0 ,..., 0, -rjz, 0 ,..., 0, 
yiz, o,..., 0), where z E S:-‘(M), -yjz is in the ith coordinate and J’~Z is in 
thejth coordinate. Thus we have an exact sequence 
0 ---t N - s;- ‘(M)‘“’ --a S;(M) + 0, 
in which /3 is given by p((x, ,..., x,)) = C J’~x~, and N is the submodule of 
Si-‘(M)(“’ generated by all n-tuples of the form (0 ,..., 0, --viz, 0 ,..., 0, yiz. 
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O,..., 0) with z E S.:-‘(M). Notice that this construction works for any choice 
of the generating set ~7, ,..., J,, of M. 
For the remainder of this paper, A will be an integral domain and ‘u = 
(a , ,..‘1 a,) will be a finitely generated ideal of A with all ai’s non-zero. We 
shall denote by ‘ui the ideal generated by a, ,..., aim,. ai+, ,..., a,,. Recall that 
in these circumstances S>(%) is torsion-free if and only if it is canonically 
isomorphic to 2l’. We are now ready for an easy application of the 
Micali-Roby sequence. 
THEOREM 1. If S:(U) is torsion-free for 2 < t < d, then a,%’ n %,?I = 
ai21iZtm’for l<i<nand l,<t<d-1. 
Proof: Notice that ai91i’U’-’ c ai21r n !Xi91r always holds, so it is only 
the containment in the other direction which is in question. Let b E ai%’ f~ 
‘u,cl[‘. Say b = aixi = -CyFi aixj, with s, ,..., _ ,I 1~ E 3’. Then xJ.‘=, aixi = 0. 
Since S,:(U) and .S,!,’ ‘(3) are torsion-free, we have the exact sequence 
as described above. Then the n-tuple (?I,,..., x,) is in N, so is a sum of 
elements of the form (..., -ajz ,..., aiz ,...) with z E U’-‘. Hence, xi E Ui(uf-‘, 
and b = aixi E a,cU,U’-‘, as desired. 
One can easily check that the condition a,%l’n ?I;% = ai’Ui21m’ in 
Theorem 1 is equivalent to 2l;‘lI’: ai+’ = U,‘u”: af, where the colon denotes 
the usual transporter ideal. In fact, ?I;%‘-‘: af G U,U’: ait ’ always holds, so 
the condition a,2I’n’U,YI’ = a,(U,%‘- for 1 <t < d - 1 is equivalent to 
21i(21d-‘: a!= 3;: ai. 
2. IDEALS WITH Two GENERATORS 
Theorem 1 can be strengthened in the case of two-generator ideals. 
THEOREM 2. If%=(a,, a*). then the following are equivalent: 
(1) S!,((u) is torsion-free for 2 < t < d. 
(2) a,‘U’na,U’=a,a,2I’-‘for l<t<d-1. 
(3) a,‘Ud-’ : a:= (a*): a,. 
Consequently, S,(3) is an integral domain if and only, if 
a,%‘na, %[‘= a,a221-’ for t > 1 (equivalently, a,%I’-‘: ai = (az): a, for 
t> 1). 
ProoJ We have already seen in Theorem 1 and the remarks following its 
proof that (1) implies (2) and that (2) and (3) are equivalent. 
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Supposethata,~l’na,‘l[‘=a,a,‘U’~’for l<r<d-Landthatwehave 
Si(7I) torsion-free for t < r, where r is an integer less than or equal to d. The 
Micali-Roby presentation of S:(B) gives us S:(s) z ‘u’-’ @ ?I-I/N, where 
N= ((-a,~, u,z) 1 z E ‘II-‘}. To see that .S’j(‘u) is torsion-free we must 
show that the canonical map onto U’ is an isomorphism, i.e., that the 
sequence 
is exact, where /q(x,,-u,)) = a,-Y, + ag2. But if u,x, + uzxz = 0, 
u,x, E ~,U’-‘n~,u~~, =u,u,‘U’-I, so x, = -u,z for some z E 21m2. 
Then x2 = a, z, so (x,, x2) E N, proving that SY,(U) is torsion-free. By 
induction, S>(%) is torsion-free for 2 < t < d. 
The last assertion of the theorem follows from the fact that S,(U) is an 
integral domain if and only if S:(‘u) is torsion-free for t > 2. 
Remarks. (1) It has been shown that S,d(21) is an integral domain in 
the case ?I =G (a, ,..., a,) if the generators a, ,..., a, form a regular sequence [7] 
or a d-sequence [4]. In the case n = 2, it is easy to check directly that if a,, 
a, form a regular sequence or a d-sequence, then a, 2I’ n uz21f = a, al%’ ’ 
for t > 1. 
(2) An ideal 2I is called syzegetic if s,:(a) is torsion-free. (See 
[8, 121.) By theorem 2 we have that ‘?I = (a,, a,) is syzegetic if and only if 
u,%nu,%=~,+4. 
(3) If 2I = (a,, a,), then either S,d(21) is an integral domain or there is 
an integer d > 0 such that S>(U) is torsion-free for all t < d and S:(VI) is not 
torsion-free for all t > d. To see this, it will be sufficient to show that if 
S:(B) has a non-zero torsion-element, then so does SF’(U). This in turn 
will be immediate if in the graded ring S,(a) there exist homogeneous non- 
zero-divisors of degree one. The following lemma shows that this is indeed 
the case. 
LEMMA. Let 2l= (a,, a,) with a,, a, non-zero. The degree one 
homogeneous element a, E S,i(‘zI) is a non-zero-divisor in S,(S). 
Proof: Suppose that a, is a zero-divisor in S,.,(U). Then a, annihilates 
some non-zero homogeneous element x of minimal degree d. Since 
Si(‘LI) = 2I is A-torsion-free, d > 0. Hence we may apply the Micali-Roby 
sequence 
0 - N - Sf((rr) @ S;(‘ZI) --@-+ S;+ ‘@I) + 0. 
The element (x, 0) E S!(U) @ S:(U) has the property that 
p((x, 0)) = u,x + a,0 = 0, so (x, 0) E N. Thus there is an element 
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zE S,i-‘(‘u) such that (x,0)= (-azz,a,z). Then --a,~ =x#O, so z #O. 
But a, z = 0, contradicting the minimality of d. This completes the proof of 
the lemma. 
By inserting a universal quantifier, Theorem 2 produces the following 
result. 
THEOREM 3. S,:(U),..., Si(21) are torsion-free for all two-generated 
ideals ‘?I of A if and only if A contains any element of its quotient field which 
satisfies a manic polynomial of degree d. Consequently. S,(U) is an integral 
domain for all two-generated ideals U if and on!v if A is integrally closed. 
Proof: We only need to prove the first assertion. By Theorem 2, 
S,i(YI),..., S:(U) are torsion-free for all two-generated ideals VI if and only if 
a,(a,, u~)~-‘: uf = (a*): a, for every pair of elements a, 9 a? in A. Suppose 
that this holds and that ad + c, ad-’ + . . . + xd = 0, where c, ,.... cc1 E A and 
a is in the quotient field of A. Say a = a, /a>, where a,, a? E A. Then we 
have a! + c,a:” a,+...+c,aft=O, or a~=az(-c,a:‘~‘-...-cdaff~~‘j. 
This shows that 1 E a,(~,, Q,)~-‘: uf. from which it follows that 
1 E (a*): u,, in other words a EA. 
Conversely, suppose that A contains all roots of manic polynomials of 
degree d in its quotient field. Let a,, a, be non-zero elements of A and let 
c, E az(a,, uz)d-‘: u:‘. Then there are elements cl,..., cd in A such that 
c,u;i= a,(-c,af-’ - ... - cdafm’), so that c,a’: + c,a:“uz + ... + 
cduf = 0. Let a = al/al. Then, multiplying the previous equation by ct- ‘/a! 
gives (c,,a)d + c,(cOa)dm’ + ... + cdci-’ = 0, and by hypothesis cOa EA. 
Hence, c0 E (a?): a, and the proof is complete. 
Theorem 3 allows us to give examples of two-generated ideals having 
arbitrarily large numbers of torsion-free symmetric powers. but whose 
symmetric algebras fail to be integral domains. Let p be a positive prime and 
let K/k be a field extension of degree p. Let B = K + M be an integrally 
closed domain with M a maximal ideal (K[X] will do). Let A = k + M. Then 
A has integral closure B, so it is not integrally closed. On the other hand, 
any element of the quotient field of A which satisfies a manic polynomial of 
degree p - 1 must be in A. By Theorem 3, S\(‘u) is torsion-free for t < p - 1 
for every two-generator ideal ‘u, but S,4(‘11) is not an integral domain for 
some two-generator ideal. (In fact S:((u) is not torsion-free for some two- 
generator ideal.) 
Now in the examples just constructed, we can certainly choose B to be 
Noetherian. in which case A will be Noetherian. Let ‘u = (a,. a,) be a two- 
generator ideal of A for which S,,‘(a) is not an integral domain. Since A is 
Noetherian the chain of ideals (az): a, 5 (a?) ?I: ai E ... G (a,) ‘?I--‘: a: G ... 
terminates. By Remark (3) above, S:(‘u) has torsion for all sufficiently large 
f. Thus we see that we may have azUd-‘: a: = az’Ud-‘: a:-’ (equivalently 
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~,2r-‘nf2~%~-~ =u,u,‘U~-~ ) without having Si(2t) torsion-free. This 
sheds some light on Theorem 2. 
We close this section by noting that for some classes of integral domains 
A it is enough to know that S:(‘u) is torsion-free for all two-generator ideals 
U in order to conclude that A is integrally closed. This is true in particular 
for the coordinate rings of algebraic curves over algebraically closed fields of 
characteristic # 2. For by [ 1, Theorem 31 these rings are integrally closed if 
and only if they are square-root closed. And Theorem 3 shows that (in rings 
in which 2 is a unit) square-root closure is equivalent tc S:(s) torsion-free 
for all two-generator ideals ‘8 of A. 
3. IDEALS WITH MORE THAN Two GENERATORS 
Recall that an integral domain A is a Prtifer domain if it is semihereditary. 
i.e., every finitely generated ideal is projective. Priifer domains have dozens 
of other characterizations (see [2]). Dedekind domains are Noetherian 
Prtifer domains. 
By combining Theorem 1 in the three-generator case with Theorem 3 we 
arrive at the following new characterization of Priifer domains. 
THEOREM 4. For an integral domain A, the following are equivalent. 
(1) A is Priijizr domain. 
(2) S,(M) is an integral domain for every torsion-free A-module M. 
(3) S,(U) is an integral domain for every ideal ‘I[ of A. 
(4) S,d(91) is an integral domain for every ideal U of A which can be 
generated bJ1 three elements. 
(5) S,(a) is an integral domain for every two-generator ideal 11 of A. 
and S:(U) is torsion-free for every three-generator ideal ‘u of A. 
Proof: We only need to show that (1) implies (2) and that (5) implies 
(1). the rest of the implications being obvious. 
To see that (1) implies (2), recall that Prtifer domains are precisely those 
domains for which all torsion-free modules are flat [ 10, Theorem 4.331. Flat 
modules are direct limits of free modules 161, and since S,d commutes with 
direct limits we have that S,(M) is a direct limit of polynomial rings over A. 
It follows that it is an integral domain. 
As for (5) implies (l), Theorem 3 shows that A is integrally closed. Next, 
let a, b be non-zero elements of A. Applying Theorem 1 to the three- 
generator ideal U = (a’, ab, b’), the torsion-freeness of S,i(%) shows 
that (a’, b*)%: (ab)’ = (a’, b’): ab. But (ab)’ = a’b’ E (a’, b’)‘U, so 
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1 E (a’, b’): ab. This shows that ab E (a*, 6’) for any a, b E A, which by 12, 
Theorem (24.3)1 completes the proof that A is a Priifer domain. 
COROLLARY. For a Noetherian integral domain A, (2~(5) above are 
equivalent to ( 1’) A is a Dedekind domain. 
For example, if X. Y are indeterminates over a field k, A = k[X. Yj is 
Noetherian and integrally closed, but we see immediately that 
S,i((X’, XY, Y’)) is not torsion-free. See [ 9 ] for more examples of non- 
syzygetic ideals. (Syzygetic ideals are there called “ideals of type /3”“.) 
These results indicate that ideals whose symmetric algebras are integral 
domains are not altogether common. especially in higher-dimensional 
Noetherian rings. This in part explains the need for special conditions on 
ideals which guarantee the integrity of their symmetric algebras. A search for 
such conditions is the object of much current research. 
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